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a b s t r a c t

We derive a low-energy effective Hamiltonian ~HPu for metallic Pu by assuming that intra-atomic Coulomb
and spin–orbit interactions are much stronger than the kinetic energy terms. An important property of
~HPu is the exact cancellation of the effective f � f hopping tensor that places Pu closer to lanthanide sys-
tems such as Ce or mixed valent Sm than to the rest of the actinides. The similarity between the low-
energy models of Pu and these mixed valent lanthanide systems could be the common root for explaining
the large volume expansions observed in all of them.

� 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Metallic Pu is one of the most complex systems among all the
elements of the periodic table. The origin of this complex behavior,
that includes six Pu allotropes, lies in the crucial role played by the
electron–electron Coulomb interactions. The large values of the
specific heat coefficients [1–3] and resisitivity observed in d and
a-Pu are additional indicators of the strongly correlated nature of
metallic Pu. As it was pointed out in several works, Pu is located
on the border between itinerant and localized electronic behavior
[4,5]. While lighter actinides are more itinerant, the kinetic energy
term seems to be strongly suppressed in Pu metal.

Strongly correlated behavior is indeed the rule for lanthanide
systems. In this case the f � f overlap is usually neglected due to
the strong localization of the 4f -orbitals. The f -electron delocaliza-
tion occurs mainly due to hybridization with the broad s, p or d
conduction bands. In contrast, the f � f overlap gives an important
contribution to the electronic delocalization of actinide systems
due to the larger extension of the 5f -orbitals. However, this addi-
tional contribution to the electronic delocalization does not seem
to be present in Pu metal. In many respects, Pu looks closer to some
lanthanide systems than to any of the other actinides. For instance,
the huge volume expansion of 26% between a and d-Pu is similar to
the 20% expansion on going from a-Ce to d-Ce, but has not been ob-
served in any other actinide element. In addition, low temperature
susceptibility and high temperature resistivity measurements have
been analyzed within a Kondo-like model of localized 5f electrons
[6].

In a recent paper [7], we derived a low-energy effective model
for different actinides by assuming that intra-atomic Coulomb
and spin–orbit interactions are much stronger than the kinetic en-
ll rights reserved.
ergy terms. In this paper, we will focus on the particular case of
metallic Pu and demonstrate that the direct f � f hopping is
blocked at low-energies (the effective f � f hopping that results
from projecting the original f � f hopping terms into the low-en-
ergy subspace is exactly zero). This property of ~HPu establishes a
clear and formal connection with several mixed valent lanthanide
systems. In the derivation of ~HPu, we let the local 5f electronic con-
figurations vary from site to site, but the valences are restricted to
be 5f 5 or 5f 6 due to our assumption of on-site Coulomb interac-
tions much larger than kinetic energy terms. By also assuming that
the spin–orbit interaction is large, we derive the lowest energy
multiplet of each configuration (J ¼ 5=2 for 5f 5 and J ¼ 0 5f 6)
and treat the kinetic energy as a perturbation. The resulting Ham-
iltonian differs from the one in [8–10] by including f � d hybridiza-
tion. It is important to note that the lowest energy multiplet of
each configuration can be derived for any intermediate coupling
scheme between LS and j� j. The form of the low-energy Hamilto-
nian remains the same because the total angular momentum of the
lowest energy multiplet does not change with the coupling scheme
[11].

Below we will sketch the derivation of the model. Our most
striking conclusion will be the cancellation of the f � f hopping
at low-energies and the consequent similarity between Pu and
Ce or mixed valent Sm at low energies.

Model. We start by considering a multi-band model for 5f -elec-
trons which includes intra-atomic and inter-atomic (hopping)
terms for the f -orbitals plus d� f hybridization: H ¼ Hd þ Hdf þ
Hf , where

Hd ¼
X
k;lz ;r

�k;lz dyklzrdklzr

Hdf ¼
X
k;lz ;r

Vk;lz d
y
klzrfklzr þ V�k;lz f

y
klzrdklzr

Hf ¼ HCoul þ HSO þ HK þ HCEF

ð1Þ
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HSO ¼ k
X

i;lz ;l
0
z ;r;r0

flzr;l0zr0 f
y
ilzrfil0zr0

HK ¼
X

i;r;lz ;l
0
z ;r

tr
lz ;l
0
z

f yilzrfiþrl0zr þ f y
iþrl0zr

frlzr

� �

HCEF ¼
X

i;lz ;l
0
z ;r

ð�f dlz ;l
0
z
þ Blz ;l

0
z
Þf yilzrfil0zr:

ð2Þ

The operators f yklzr ¼
1ffiffiffi
N
p
P

re
ik�rfrlzr and dyklzr ¼

1ffiffiffi
N
p
P

re
ik�rdrlzr create f

and d electrons in momentum space with angular momentum l
and projection lz (N is the number of lattice sites). Hd describes a
broad d-band (it can also have s or p-character) that is hybrid-
ized with the f -orbitals via Hdf . In Hf , HCoul (not displayed) con-
tains all the intra and inter-orbital on-site f � f Coulomb
interactions. k is the spin–orbit coupling and the matrix elements
flzr;l0zr0 are: flzr;lzr ¼ lzr=2, flzþ1#;lz" ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
12� lzðlz þ 1Þ

p
=2, flz�1";lz# ¼ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

12� lzðlz � 1Þ
p

=2, and zero for other cases. HK describes the f -elec-
tron kinetic energy due to orbital overlap with tr

lz ;l
0
z

being the hop-
ping integrals between the lz and l0z orbitals of two ions separated
by a relative vector r. In HCEF, the hermitian crystal field matrix
Blz ;l

0
z

is usually expanded in a basis of Stevens operators [10], and
�f is the average energy of the f -orbitals.

2. Effective Hamiltonian for Pu

The Hamiltonian H is very difficult to solve due to the multiple
orbitals and interactions that appear in its expression. This is a
good motivation for finding a simpler low-energy effective Hamil-
tonian by eliminating high-energy degrees of freedom. For this
purpose, we will exploit the fact that the intra-atomic interactions
are much bigger than the f � f hopping and hybridization terms HK

and Hdf , i.e., we will consider the strong coupling limit of H. In this
limit, we need to diagonalize the intra-atomic terms (HCoul þ HSO)
and treat HK and Hdf as perturbations. The first consequence of this
approach is that no more than two different 5f valences, 5f n and
5f nþ1, can appear in the low energy spectrum, E� U, where U is
the characteristic magnitude of HCoul. States containing other 5f
configurations have energies of order U higher than the low-energy
states. The lowest energy multiplet of HCoul þ HSO has total angular
momentum jL� Sj (for nþ 1 < 7), where S is the maximum total
spin of the configuration and L is the maximum orbital angular
momentum for that value of S. Either n or nþ 1 is an odd number.
We will use J (I) for the total angular momentum of the f -configu-
ration that has an odd (even) number of electrons.

We will assume that the two stable configurations of metallic
Pu are 5f 5(J ¼ 5=2) and 5f 6(I ¼ 0). Since the 5f 6(I ¼ 0) state corre-
sponds to a closed shell configuration, it can be represented by an
empty site (zero holes) while the constrained fermion operator cyiJz

(cyiJz
cyiJ0z ¼ 0) creates a hole with angular momentum J ¼ 5=2 and

projection Jz. ~HPu takes the following form in this representation:

~HPu ¼
X

i;r;Jz ;J
0
z

sr
Jz ;J
0
z
ðcyiJ0z ciþrJz

þH:c:Þ þ
X
i;Jz ;J

0
z

CJz ;J
0
z
cyiJ0z ciJz

þ
X
k;Jz

~�k;Jz
~dykJz

~dkJz
þ ð~Vk;Jz

~dykJz
ckJz
þH:c:Þ; ð3Þ

that is an extended version of the infinite U Periodic Anderson mod-
el (PAM) since it includes the f � f hopping term that is significant
in general for 5f systems. The angular momentum of each fermion
is J and the hopping amplitude sr

Jz ;J
0
z

depends on the initial and final
values of Jz and on the bond orientation. The lattice anisotropy is
encoded in sr

Jz ;J
0
z
, which produces a ligand field splitting of the f -qua-

siparticle bands, and in the crystal field term.
The matrix elements of the effective hopping sr

Jz ;J
0
z

and crystal
field matrices are

sr
Jz ;J
0
z
¼ hi; J0zjhiþ r;0jHKji;0ijiþ r; Jzi; ð4Þ
CJz ;J
0
z
¼ hi; J0zjHCEF ji; Jzi; ð5Þ

where ji; Jzi denotes the state of the site i with total angular
momentum J ¼ 5=2 (5f 5 configuration) and projection Jz. ji;0i de-
notes the non-magnetic state (I ¼ 0) of the site i (5f 6 configuration).
These single atom states are computed using the intermediate cou-
pling scheme that is adequate for Pu [12].

Self-evident from the form of ~HPu is the existence of only one
effective fermion (one hole) propagating across the lattice despite
there being 5 and 6 electrons in each of the stable valence config-
urations of Pu. This simplification is a natural consequence of the
strong Coulomb intra-atomic interactions [9] and the reason why
a ‘‘dual” 5f -electron behavior (some of the 5f -electrons being par-
tially localized) has to be enforced in band structure calculations
[13] to reproduce the properties of actinide systems.

To compute the effective hopping tensor, we will assume that
the hopping amplitudes, tr

lz ;l
0
z
, that appear in HK depend only on

the two atoms connected by the hopping process. This implies that
we can forget the other N � 2 atoms and isolate the bond (i,iþ r)
under consideration. If we choose the quantization-axis along the
bond direction, the hopping term must conserve the lz quantum
number. Therefore, the term of HK that involves the bond (i,iþ r)
under consideration is

HKði; iþ rÞ ¼
X

lz¼�l;l;r

tr
lz ðf

y
i;lzrfiþr;lzr þ f yiþr;lzrfi;lzrÞ: ð6Þ

The time-reversal symmetry implies that tlz ¼ t�lz . In addition, rela-
tive amplitudes of tlz for different lz are fixed by the angular depen-
dence of the different flz orbitals [14]:

t0 ¼ 20tr; t1 ¼ �15tr; t2 ¼ 6tr; t3 ¼ �tr; ð7Þ

where tr ¼ 525
2p

�h2r5
f

mjrj7
, rf is the f -sate radius, and m is the electron mass.

The axial symmetry of HKði; iþ rÞ under rotations around the bond-
axis implies that srðJz; J0zÞ is diagonal: srðJz; J0zÞ ¼ srðJz; JzÞdJz ;J

0
z
. By

replacing the expression for HKði; iþ rÞ in Eq. (4), we obtain the fol-
lowing expression for the matrix elements of srðJz; JzÞ:

srðJz; JzÞ ¼
X

lz¼�3;3;r

tr
lz hiþ r; 0jf yiþr;lzrjiþ r; Jzihi; Jzjfi;lzrji;0i

¼
X

lz¼�l;l;r

tr
lz jh0jf

y
lzrj5=2; Jzij2: ð8Þ

The last step follows from the fact that the matrix ele-
ments hiþ r;0jf yiþr;lzrjiþ r; Jzi ¼ h0jf

y
lzrj5=2; Jzi and hi; Jzjfi;lzrji; 0i ¼

h5=2; Jzjflzrj0i do not the depend on the site index.
Clearly, there are two contributions to each diagonal compo-

nent of the effective hopping tensor from hopping processes of
an electron with orbital angular momentum lz ¼ Jz � 1=2 and spin
sz ¼ �1=2. We note that each of these contributions is multiplied
by hopping amplitudes tJz�1=2 of opposite sign according to Eq.
(7). The magnitude of srðJz; JzÞ is then determined by the ratio be-
tween the matrix elements h0jf yJzþ1=2#j5=2; Jzi and h0jf yJz�1=2"j5=2; Jzi.
We will show below that the values of these ratios lead to an exact
cancellation of effective hopping tensor. This property distinguishes
Pu from the other actinides.

The matrix element under consideration can be rewritten in the
following form:

h5=2; jzjfJzþ1=2#j0i ¼ h5=2; jzje�iJ2heiJ2hfJzþ1=2#e�iJ2heiJ2hj0i

¼ e�iJðJþ1Þhh5=2; JzjeiJ2hfJzþ1=2#e�iJ2hj0i ð9Þ

where J ¼ 5=2 and J2 is the Casimir operator associated to the the
total angular momentum J. To obtain the expression for
eiJ2hfJzþ1=2#e�iJ2h it is convenient to write fJzþ1=2# as a linear combina-
tion of annihilation operators fj;jz with well defined total angular
momentum j ¼ lþ s and projection jz:
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fJzþ1=2# ¼ ajz fj1 ;jz � bjz
fj2 ;jz

fJz�1=2" ¼ bjz
fj1 ;jz þ ajz fj2 ;jz ;

ð10Þ

where j1 ¼ 7=2 and j2 ¼ 5=2. We note that ajz and bjz
are the Cle-

bsch–Gordan coefficients that result from adding the orbital angular
momentum l ¼ 3 and the spin s ¼ 1=2. By using

eiJ2hfj;jz e�iJ2h ¼ eijðjþ1Þhfj;jz ; ð11Þ

we obtain

eiJ2hfJzþ1=2#e�iJ2h ¼ eijðjþ1Þhða2
jz
þ b2

jz
e�i2jÞfJzþ1=2#

þ eijðjþ1Þhajz bjz
ð1� e�i2jÞfJz�1=2": ð12Þ

Eqs. (9) and (12) combined with the normalization condition,
a2

jz
þ b2

jz
¼ 1, lead to the desired expression for the ratio between

matrix elements:

h5=2; jzjfJzþ1=2#j0i
h5=2; jzjfJz�1=2"j0i

¼
�bjz

ajz

: ð13Þ

The Clebsch–Gordan coefficients bjz and ajz are

a5=2 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffi
7
p

b5=2 ¼
ffiffiffi
6
p
ffiffiffi
7
p

a3=2 ¼
ffiffiffi
2
p
ffiffiffi
7
p b3=2 ¼

ffiffiffi
5
p
ffiffiffi
7
p

a1=2 ¼
ffiffiffi
3
p
ffiffiffi
7
p b1=2 ¼

2ffiffiffi
7
p :

ð14Þ

Finally, according to Eqs. (7) and (13), we obtain:

srð5=2;5=2Þ ¼ trjh5=2;5=2jf3#j0ij2 �1þ 6
a2

5=2

b2
5=2

" #
¼ 0

srð3=2;3=2Þ ¼ trjh5=2;3=2jf2#j0ij2 6� 15
a2

3=2

b2
3=2

" #
¼ 0

srð1=2;1=2Þ ¼ trjh5=2;1=2jf1#j0ij2 �15þ 20
a2

1=2

b2
1=2

" #
¼ 0:

ð15Þ

This result is a direct consequence of the cancellation of the single-
electron f � f hopping for j ¼ jl� sj ¼ 5=2 (single-electron hopping
terms f yiþr;j;jzfr;j;jz0 vanish for j ¼ jl� sj [16]).

In this way, we have demonstrated that the effective hopping
tensor of Pu is identically zero no matter what is the value of the
hopping amplitudes tr or what is the coupling scheme (LS, interme-
diate or j� j) used to obtain the states of the lowest energy multi-
plets (ji; Jzi and ji;0i). We note that the cancellation of the effective
f � f hopping tensor results from a destructive interference be-
tween two different low-energy processes. In other words, the
dominant Coulomb and spin–orbit interactions frustrate the f � f
kinetic energy and increase the tendency towards localization.
Therefore, the effective Hamiltonian HPu becomes a simple periodic
Anderson model:

~HPu ¼
X
i;Jz ;J

0
z

CJz ;J
0
z
cyiJ0z ciJz

þ
X
k;Jz

~�k;Jz
~dykJz

~dkJz
þ ð~Vk;Jz

~dykJz
ckJz
þH:c:Þ; ð16Þ

like the one used to describe mixed valent lanthanide systems that
fluctuate between a closed shell and a magnetic configuration.
Examples of these systems are Ce and mixed valence Sm and Yb
compounds. From the point of view of the low-energy effective
model that describes the electronic degrees of freedom, Pu is much
closer to the 4f -electron (lanthanide) systems than to the 5f ’s or
actinides.

The cancellation of the f � f hopping tensor at low-energies is a
unique characteristic of the Pu metal (this is not true for Pu com-
pounds) that makes its low-energy model qualitatively similar to
the one used for Ce or mixed valent Sm [15]. This similarity could
be the common root for explaining the huge volume expansions
observed in both elements. There are several implications of imme-
diate relevance: Magnetism is strongly suppressed in ~HPu when the
concentration of f -electrons differs significantly from an integer
value, and our results presented in Ref.[7] place both a and d-Pu
in the mixed valence regime in agreement with the observed lack
of magnetic ordering [1,18]. In contrast, a serious limitation of
band structure calculations is that the ad hoc hypothesis of partial
localization leads to magnetic ordering in d-Pu [17].
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